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Kids Yoga-Sun Salutations
Exercise Outcomes:
Improves Cardiovascular Capacity
Promotes Flexibility and Balance
Develops strength
Nutrition Lesson(s) Supported:
-Any, but these lessons could be tied in with a morning (breakfast) or evening (dinner)
theme, since they pay tribute to the sun. You can do these any time, though, rain or
shine!
Supplies Needed: None
Length of Time to Complete:
5-10 minutes
Audience (grades): K-5
Background: Yoga is a healing spiritual, mental and physical practice to promote
balance in life. It is a combination of breathing exercises, physical postures, and
meditation that has been practiced for more than 5,000 years. Sun salutations are
designed to warm up the body and get the heart rate up by moving the entire body.
Directions: Have each child stand in a spot where there is at least 2-3 feet of open
space ahead and behind him/her, and at least an arms length of open space on each
side. You can repeat the Sun Salutation as many times as you like based on the
amount of time you have for this exercise. Repetition builds endurance, increases
energy and helps you greet the day with vigor.
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Mountain Pose/Arms Over Head:
Begin by standing still with your
arms at your sides (at right). Then
stretch your hands above your
head (below). Fill your body with
breath on a big inhale as you
stretch upwards.

Forward bend: Exhale as you
bend forward from the waist/hips,
keeping your legs slightly bent if
your hamstrings (back of legs) are
a bit tight. Let your arms dangle
or fold at the elbows and clasp
the opposite elbow.
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Monkey pose: From your forward
bend, lift your head and look
forward as you inhale. Flatten
your back as you put your tips of
your fingers on the floor or on your
shins. Make a monkey sound:
“ooo ooo”—this is the monkey
pose!

Plank pose: Draw both legs
back into plank pose. Make
sure the hands are under the
shoulders and the back is
straight-this pose makes your
arms strong! Pull in your
tummy muscles to stay
strong!

Cobra pose: Lower your
chest to the floor and you’re
your chest forward and up.
Feel the stretch in the front
side of your body. Make a
cobra “hiss”.
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Downward dog: Press into
your hands and feet to raise
your tush into the air. Keep
your core (or tummy area)
strong. Bark like a dog of you
want.. .”woof woof!”

One you are done with this sequence, you can step one leg forward at a time and
return to “Mountain Pose” Repeat as many times as you like, and be creative by using
animal sounds to cue the poses. Have fun!

